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ROLE OF CO-TEXT TO MAINTAIN PRAGMATIC EQUIVALENCE IN TRANSLATION 

Pashupati Poudel 

 

This paper discusses the role of co-text to 
maintain pragmatic equivalence in translation.  
The study is based on the data collected 
purposively from the drama 'Thamelko Yātrā', 
written in Nepali by Abhi Subedi and translated 
into English as 'A Journey into Thamel' by 
Sangita Raymajhi. The study represents how 
succinctly the co-text helps to maintain pragmatic 
equivalence in translation. 
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1. Introduction 

Pragmatics deals with context. Context includes 
all the linguistic as well as extra-linguistic or non-
linguistic aspects. In translation, the text or 
message of the source language (SL) from the 
context of the SL should be converted into the 
context of the target language (TL). So, 
equivalence that can appear at pragmatic level 
while translating message from one language into 
another is called pragmatic equivalence. It is 
believed that pragmatic equivalence is solely 
inculcated in the text to generate the contextual 
meaning. Meaning is something contextual with 
respect to language and the world. In the words of 
Stalnaker (1970) pragmatics is “the study of 
verbal acts including the context of their 
performance” (as cited in Toury, 1987, p.48) 
Pragmatics in translation is a wide notion which 
covers not only the pragmatic meaning of a word, 
but also problems connected with various levels 
of understanding by speech acts communication 
of certain meanings or messages, depending on 
linguistic or paralinguistic factors that is, 
background knowledge. 

The text of the SL may have units, which are 
unknown to the TL readers. Likewise, some units 
might have been used in the text of the SL that 
indicate the same meaning but different value due 
to the culture. So, there is an important role of 
context and culture attached with language. If we, 
as a translator cannot interpret the information 
making the base of context and culture of the SL, 

we may fail to convey the accurate information to 
the target readers. In this study, I have tried to 
analyze the role of co-text in translation. 

2. Co-text 

Co-text is also known as linguistic context. It is a 
context in which preceding and following 
linguistic elements like words, phrases, sentences, 
paragraphs, etc. play a crucial role for the 
interpretation of the meaning. In other words, the 
meaning of a word, phrase, sentence or paragraph 
can be interpreted in relation to the context 
formed by other  words, phrases, sentences or 
paragraphs preceding and/or following it. Cutting 
(2008) has divided these linguistic elements into 
two types: anaphora and cataphora. The element 
linking to the preceding part of the discourse is 
anaphora and the element linking to the discourse 
that follows is cataphora. For the purpose of this 
study, co-text has been divided and analyzed into 
following categories: 

2.1 Collocation 

Collocation refers to the syntactic relation among 
the constituents within the sentence. In the Nepali 
language, a single verb can collocate with 
different words (nouns) but this may not be the 
case in the English language. For example; 

(1) hernos, hernos ājako “ ṭhamel ṭāims”. nayā 
jangabahādurko udaya bhayo. jangabahādurko udaya! 
hijoko samaya hernos! ke bhancha ājako patrikāle lau 
hernuhos! 

Read! Read! Today’s Thamel Times. A new Jung 
Bahadur has been born! The rise of Jung Bahadur! 
Read history! See what today’s newspaper tells us. 

 ṭhamel ṭāims (newspaper)   see 

hernos samaya (history)       read 

In the sentence (1) above, verb ‘hernos’ has 
collocated with different words and phrases like 
‘ṭhamel ṭāims’ (name of newspaper), ‘samaya’ 
(history). But in English, the word 'newspaper' 
collocates with the verbs ‘read’ as well as ‘see’. 
Similarly, 'history' collocates with the verb ‘read’. 
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But the equivalent word of ‘hernos’ in English is 
not ‘read’. 

(2) gandharbha sārangi reṭera git gāudai rangamancako 
warapara hidcha. 

The troubadour playing on his fiddle and singing walks 
about here and there. 

 reṭera  (play)games like football, 
volleyball, etc.     

sārangi music instruments like 
fiddle, madal, etc. 

In sentence (2), ‘sārangi’ has the collocation with 
the verb ‘reṭera’. In English, this verb is translated 
as ‘playing’. The English word ‘playing’ can 
collocate with different games like volleyball, 
football, cricket, etc., and different instruments of 
music like guitar, madal, etc. But the Nepali word 
‘reṭera’ does not collocate with games and 
instruments of music. 

(3) himā āphnai siṭmā basera sigreṭ khāiraheki cha. 

Hima is sitting in the same position smoking. 

sigreṭ (cigarette)     smoking 

khāiraheki pāni (water)      drink 

 khānā (food)       eat 

In sentence (3), ‘sigreṭ’ collocates with the verb 
‘khāiraheki’. This has been translated as 
‘smoking’.  This verb in Nepali can also collocate 
with ‘pāni’ and ‘khāna’. But ‘water’, the 
equivalent word for ‘pāni’, can only collocate 
with the verb ‘drink’ in English. Similarly, this 
verb in Nepali can also collocate with the verb 
‘khānā’. But in English ‘food’, the equivalent 
word for ‘khānā’, can only collocate with the verb 
‘eat’. 

Some collocations possible in Nepali are not 
possible in English. So, the translator has to use 
the possible collocations in the TL substituting the 
parts that have the same pragmatic meaning of the 
original text as shown in the data above. 

2.2 Reduplication 

Reduplication is a morphological process by 
which the root or stem of a word, or only part of it 
is repeated. A number of Nepali nouns are formed 
by reduplication. The meaning collectively refers 

to a set of the same or related objects in a 
particular situation. For example; 

(1) vidhārthi-sidhārthi ta hoina, paryaṭan byawasāyamā 
lāgiyo tara… 

 Not a student for that matter, but got hooked on to 
tourism business but… 

(2) jodjād garera phoṭosoṭo khojera lekhna 
thālnuhuncha. 

 They would contrive things, collect photographs 
and begin to write. 

(3) yasko gati sati pani dekhaera yasko itihās bujhāunu 
parcha. 

 By showing its speed you should reveal its history. 

In sentence (1) above, ‘vidhārthi-sidhārthi’ means 
‘person who gets involved in learning formally’. 
This has been translated as ‘student’ into English. 
In sentence (2), ‘jodjād’ means ‘collecting 
something by some means’. This has been 
translated into English as ‘contrive’. In the same 
sentence another word with reduplication 
‘phoṭosoṭo’ means ‘photo’. This has been 
translated into English as ‘photographs’. In 
sentence (3), ‘gati sati’ means ‘movement’ or 
‘speed’. This has been translated into English as 
‘speed’. 

Although the reduplicated forms of words 
(sidhārthi, jād and sati) do not have meanings in 
isolation without their original forms, they have 
their own importance in Nepali for providing 
pragmatic information. But in English the similar 
pragmatic meaning can be delivered by using the 
word without reduplicating because English does 
not have the convention of using such 
reduplicated words. 

2.3  Doubling of verbs 

In Nepali, there is the convention of using the 
same verb for two times continuously in the same 
sentence while speaking. But this is not common 
in English as in Nepali. For example; 

(1) ma yas āwājle thicinchu ki bhanne lāgepachi ke 
garne ke garne hune. 

 When I felt that I would be pressed down by this 
voice, I used to feel restless. 

(2) tara āyo, āyo, lau āayo! 
 But it has come, it has come, see, it has come! 
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(3) yi bandukharule yi mahalkā parkhālmā jhundi 
jhundi aru banduklāi janma diekā chan. 

 These guns by hanging on the walls of these palaces 
have given birth to other new guns. 

(4) swar runce hudai jāncha ani hātmā ribhalbar boki 
boki mumā hajur runa thālche. 

 The voice begins to quiver with tears and revolver 
in hand she begins to cry. 

In sentence (1), double verbs ‘ke garne ke garne 
hune’ is used to express restlessness. This has 
been translated into English as ‘I used to feel 
restless’. In sentence (2), ‘āyo, āyo’ has been used 
to give information to the readers as well as to 
attract their attention. These verbs have been 
translated as ‘it has come, it has come’ into 
English. In the sentence (3), verbs ‘jhundi jhundi’ 
are used to express the continuous action of 
hanging of the guns. This has been translated as 
‘hanging’. In the sentence (4), verbs ‘boki boki’ 
are used to express the continuous action of 
carrying.  Such verbs cannot be translated in 
English with equivalent forms.  All we can render 
is their sense.  

In the units above, many doubling verbs are 
deleted for providing pragmatic information for 
the TL readers as in the SL. But some units are 
doubled in translated text as well. These doubled 
units in the translated text have distorted the rules 
of English because such units are not acceptable 
for English native speakers. 

2.4 Nouns 

In both, Nepali and English languages nouns play 
a very important role. But only the matter is that 
some translated words found in one language may 
not give similar type of contextual meaning in 
another language. For example;  

(1) kuireharulāi kurā bujhāuna sakiyo bhane banyo 
jiwan. 

 If you are able to make these foreigners understand 
things then your life is made. 

(2) bābu bājeko itihās 
 Father’s history 

(3) dherai badhtā kurā nagar, budhe. 
 Don’t talk too much Budhe 

According to the dictionary, ‘kuire’ means 
‘person with grey eyes’. In sentence (1), ‘kuire’ 
has been translated as ‘foreigners’. In (2), ‘bābu 

bājeko itihās’ means ‘father and grandfather’s 
history’. This unit has been translated as ‘father’s 
history’. In (3), ‘budhe’ is used by the speaker to 
recall the name of person in a angry mood. Sound 
‘e’ is added in ‘budh’. This unit has been 
translated as ‘budhe’.  

Some units are found to be translated by relying 
on the pragmatic context rather than their 
dictionary meanings. This has helped to provide 
the actual meaning for its readers. But there are 
also the units which are in their original forms 
because of not finding the appropriate terms that 
can replace the pragmatic meaning as in the SL. 
These forms can give clear sense to the readers 
with the Nepali background. But for the native 
speakers of English, these units distort the 
understanding of the pragmatic meaning. 

2.5 Adverbs 

An adverb is a word that qualifies or modifies 
verb, adjective or another adverb. Various adverbs 
that are found in one language may not be found 
in another language. For example; 

(1) ṭhulo gharle pani sās phercha, swā swā garcha. 
 Big houses also breathe. 

(2) ḍhakḍkak garera ḍhokā  ghacghacyāeko āwāj 
āucha. 

 There is the sound of knocking on the door. 

(3) lagālag tin paṭak paṭaṭa garera padkincha. 
 The firing is heard continuously three times. 

(4) āgo dandan baleko dekhchu ra sunchu pani. 
 I hear the fire burning and see them also. 

(5) ṭhyāmmai rang nambar paryo 
 Completely a wrong number. 

In sentence (1) above, ‘swā swā’ is used to 
express ‘action of breathing especially after long 
run’. In sentence (2), ‘ḍhakḍhak’ is used to 
express ‘knocking sound’. In sentence (3), 
‘paṭaṭa’ is used to express ‘firing of the gun.’ In 
sentence (4), ‘dandan’ is used to express ‘burning 
or flaring of fire’. These all adverbs have been 
deleted in the translated text. In sentence (5), 
‘ṭhyāmmai’ is used to express ‘something in 
complete’. This adverb has been translated as 
‘completely’.  

The pragmatic meaning derived from the adverbs 
in Nepali are being distorted due to their deletion 
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because the equivalent terms for these adverbs are 
either not found or very rarely used in English. 
But some adverbs are being substituted by the 
words which attempt to give the similar sense in 
English. This has somehow tried to preserve and 
deliver the pragmatic information to the native 
speakers of English. 

2.6  Doubling of adverbs 

There is a convention of using double adverbs 
continuously in a single sentence in Nepali. But 
this  is not found in English. For example; 

(1) timile aliali bujhekā rahechau. 
 I think you have understood a little bit. 

(2) mumā, mero pachi pachi tyo ghar nai lāge jasto 
lāgna thālyo. 

 Muma, I feel as though that house itself is being 
taken away. 

 ‘ali’ in Nepali is equivalent to ‘little’ in English. 
In sentence (1) above, ‘aliali’ is used to express 
little or certain part. These adverbs are translated 
into English as ‘a little bit’. Similarly, ‘pachi’ is 
the word which means 'later on’, ‘in future or after 
some days’, ‘behind’ etc. In sentence (2) above, 
‘pachi pachi’ is used to express the speaker is 
being followed by something. This has been 
translated into English as ‘away’. 

There is no convention of using double adverbs 
(i.e. the same adverb used twice in the same 
sentence) in English. So, one adverb is deleted 
and another is translated. This has helped to 
deliver the equivalent pragmatic information 
appropriate for English speakers. 

2.7  Nipats 

Nipats are the constituents of language that are 
used in the sentences, which contain no other 
sense except for emphasis in Nepali language. 
Acharya (1991) calls them 'nuance particles', 
while Hari (1973) has used the terms 'attitudinal 
particles', 'undefined particles' and 'emphasis 
particles' (cited in Bhattarai and Adhikari, 2008, 
p.29). Nipats are very much different from the 
English particles. The meanings of nipats depend 
upon the other words and phrases that follow or 
precede them. So, the translation of nipats in 
isolation seems like impossible. For example; 

 

(1) kaidi ta ma po rahechu. 
 I realize I am the captive. 

(2) yo ta kawi jasto po cha. 
 This man looks like a poet. 

In both sentences above, nipat ‘ta’ is used to give 
emphasis to the words just in front of them. ‘ta’ in 
sentence (1) gives emphasis to ‘kaidi’. Similarly 
in sentence (2), it gives emphasis to ‘yo’. In both 
of the sentences, there is another nipat ‘po’. This 
nipat is also used to give emphasis to the word in 
front of it. In sentence (1), ‘po’ gives emphasis to 
the word ‘ma’. In sentence (2), it gives emphasis 
to ‘kawi jasto’. In both of the translated units 
above, nipat ‘po’ is deleted. 

(3) dhat dāi, maile gambhir hunuhunna bhaneko ho ra. 
 Come on brother! I didn’t say you are not serious! 

(4) samaya eklai, akchat ra achut bhog garna kahā 
sakchau ra. 

 How can you but consume a pristine time all in 
isolation? 

In both of the above sentences, nipat ‘ra’ is used 
to give emphasis to the clause that precedes it. In 
both translated units, nipat ‘ra’ is deleted . 

Nipats are used mainly for the purpose of 
emphasizing certain words or phrases or clauses 
in the sentence. Equivalent words for nipats are 
not found in English. So, the pragmatic meaning 
derived from nipats and other words used instead 
of nipats in English are found to be different.  

2.8 Doubling of pronouns 

There is a convention of using double pronouns 
continuously in a  single sentence in Nepali. But it 
is not found in English. For example; 

(1) hajurlāi je je bechna man cha becisyos. 
 sell whatever you would want to. 

(2) sab janā āphnā āphnā purkhhāko itihās, tinko 
gaurab bacaera rākhhne, khoji garne kāmmā lagyā 
chan. 

 Everybody is involved in the history of their 
ancestors, they are concerned with preserving their 
pride, they are all concerned with researching. 

(3) kunai kunai ta nikai purāno jasto pani cha. 
 Some of them appear to be quite old. 

In sentence (1), the pronouns ‘je je’ are used to 
express ‘what among all’. These pronouns are 
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translated into English as ‘whatever’. In sentence 
(2), ‘āphnā āphnā’ are used to express ‘our’ or 
‘their’. These pronouns are translated into English 
as ‘their’. Similarly in sentence (3), pronouns 
‘kunai kunai’ are used to express ‘some among 
many’. These pronouns are translated as ‘some of 
them’. 

In the above units, only one pronoun is translated 
from double pronouns because of absence of this 
system in English. This has helped to provide the 
equivalent pragmatic information for English 
readers. 

2.9 Adjectives 

An adjective modifies a noun or a pronoun by 
describing, identifying, or quantifying words. An 
adjective usually precedes the noun or the 
pronoun which it modifies. There are some 
adjectives of Nepali that mean differently while 
using in different context than its form. For 
example; 

(1) dohoriera āune paryaṭak navaekā hoinan tara alik 
dherai jumre ṭurisṭ āuna thālera po alik bypārmā 
ghāṭā lāgyo. 

 It is not that the tourists do not come back. It is just 
that those tourists who have been coming are not 
giving a good business. 

(2) ṭhulo māncheko srimati vaepachi, ṭhulā gharānmā 
ṭhulai gharānbāṭa aepachi timro umkane upāya ke 
thiyo ra. 

 Being an aristocrat’s wife, coming from one noble 
family into another what were the ways of escape 
otherwise? 

(3) sabai murtibat mānisharu bistārai mahestira sarak 
sarak sarchan. 

 All the statue like figures swiftly move towards 
Mahesh Raja. 

In sentence (1), the adjective ‘jumre’ is used to 
mean ‘poor’. There is no exact translated unit to 
show equivalence to this unit but its sense has 
been maintained in the translated sentence. In 
sentence (2), the adjective ‘ṭhulo’ is used to show 
a higher rank. The adjective used in different 
places has different meanings. The meaning in 
front of ‘māncheko’ is ‘respectable’ or ‘aristocrat’ 
and the meaning of the same word in front of 
‘gharān’ is ‘noble’.  These are translated as 
‘aristocrat’ in front of ‘māncheko’ and ‘noble’ in 
front of ‘gharān’. In sentence (3), ‘murtibat’ is 

used to express the ‘people without movement’. 
This has been translated as ‘statue-like’.  

In the above units, the adjectives are translated by 
analyzing their pragmatic meanings generated by  
different contexts. In other words, adjectives used 
in the above units are being substituted by the 
units that can give the equivalent pragmatic 
meaning in English as in the SL. This has helped 
to provide equivalent pragmatic information for 
the English users. 

2.10 Doubling of adjectives 

There is a convention of using double adjectives 
continuously in a single sentence in Nepali. But 
this is not common in English. For example; 

(1) bhiṭṭāmā ṭhulṭhulā halapi ainā chan. 
 The walls are hung with huge halpi mirrors. 

(2) yasari hiddhā aspasta kurāharu garchan, haschan, 
gambhir hunchan ani nayā nayā māncheharusaga 
kurā garchan. 

 When they walk like this they speak vaguely, they 
laugh, become serious, and then talk to new people. 

(3) yi hajurharukā banudkle aru aru bandukharulāi 
janma diskeka chan. 

 The guns of yours have already given birth to other 
guns. 

In sentence (1) above, adjective ‘ṭhulṭhulā’ is used 
to express ‘big’ or ‘huge in  size' for the things 
which are existing in a large number. These 
adjectives are translated into English as ‘huge’. In 
sentence (2), ‘nayā nayā’ is used ‘to indicate 
every new person’. This has been translated as 
‘new’. Similarly, in sentence (3), ‘aru aru’ has 
been used to indicate all the other guns that got 
birth. This has been translated as ‘other’.  

Unlike Nepali, English does not make use of such 
double adjectives. So, one form of the adjective is 
deleted and the other is translated.  

2.11 Interjection 

An interjection or exclamation is a word used to 
express an emotion or sentiment on the part of the 
speaker. Various interjections are used to express 
surprise in Nepali. But it is very difficult to find 
equivalent interjections in English. So, such 
interjections are substituted with utterances with 
different forms. For example; 
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(1) āmmai ke bhanisyā tyasto hajurle!. 
 Oh god, what are you saying! 

(2) bho chādde tyo kurā !. 
 Oh, forget such things! 

In sentence (1), ‘āmmai’ is ‘an exclamatory 
expression to show sorrow, wonder, fear,etc.’ 
This has been translated as ‘oh god’. In sentence 
(2), ‘bho’ is used to denote 'hatred or annoyance'. 
This has been translated as ‘oh’ in English.  

In the above units, by analyzing the pragmatic 
meanings of the interjections of the source 
language, the translator has replaced them with 
pragmatically equivalent expressions.  

2.12  Subject-verb agreement 

There is difference in subject-verb agreement 
between Nepali and English. In English, third 
person singular pronoun takes V5 (verb with –
s/es) and other pronouns take V1 (verb without –
s/es). In the same way auxiliary verb ‘has’ ‘is’ and 
‘am’ are used with singular subject and ‘have’ and 
‘are’ are used with plural subject. In Nepali 
language, subject-verb agreement is found as per 
singular and plural subject. Similarly, with 
different honorific pronoun, different verbs are 
used. For example; 

(1) gandharba uṭhera dohoryāudai gāudai hidcha. 
 The troubadour walks away repeating the song. 

(2) haina timiharule mero kurā bhannai dienau. 
 Look, all of you are not allowing me to say 

anything. 

In the above sentences, the verb ‘hidcha’ agrees 
with ‘gandharba’, which is singular. If 
‘gandharbaharu’ was the subject of this sentence, 
the verb should be ‘hidchan’. This verb has been 
translated into English as ‘walks’. Here ‘walks’ 
shows singularity. But in unit (2), the subject 
‘timiharu’ is plural which indicates two people in 
the drama. This subject has taken ‘bhannai 
dienau’. If this subject was singular, it would take 
‘bhannai dienas’ or something like that. In 
English the pronoun ‘you’ has taken ‘are not 
allowing ...to say’. Here, ‘are’ is used to show 
plurality in this sentence. So, we can find the 
subject-verb agreement as per singularity and 
plurality in both languages in different ways. 

(3) ke taile purkhāko itihāsko mol pāinas? 

 Did you not get the price of your ancestors? 

(4) timile aliali bujhekā rahechau. 
 I think you have understood little bit. 

(5) jiwan dāi, yahā tapāi ke gardai hunuhuncha? 
 Jeewan dai what are you doing here? 

(6) hajur yahābāṭa khurukka bāhira sawāri hos. 
 Just go away from here. 

In the unit (3), verb ‘pāinas’ has been used to 
agree with the pronoun ‘tã’. In the unit (4), 
‘bujhekā rahechau’ is used to agree with the 
pronoun ‘timi’. Similarly in the unit (5), ‘gardai 
hunuhuncha’ has been used to agree with the 
pronoun ‘tapāi’ and in the unit (6), ‘sawāri hos’ 
has been used to agree with the pronoun ‘hajur’. 
But English does not have this type of agreement. 
The subject-verb agreement in all the above units 
(i.e. (3), (4), (5) and (6)) in English have the same 
honorificity.  

(7)  keṭo karāudai ek cheumā ubhiera patrikā 
beceko bhawma ṭakka rokincha. 

A boy shouting in one corner stands absolutely 
still in the pose of selling a newspaper. 

(8) swar runche hudai jāncha ani hatmā ribhalbar 
boki boki mumā hajur runa thālche. 

The voice begins to quiver with tears and revolver 
in hand she begins to cry. 

In sentence (7), the verb ‘rokincha’ shows the 
masculine gender and it agrees with the subject 
‘keto’ (i.e. boy). In English, this verb is translated 
as ‘stands absolutely’. In sentence (8), the verb 
‘runa thalche’ indicates the feminine gender and it 
agrees with the subject ‘mumā hajur’, who is a 
female character in the drama. This has been 
translated as ‘to cry’. The translated verbs in the 
above examples do not show the gender 
agreement as in Nepali.  

In Nepali, subject-verb agreement should be 
maintained as per gender, number of subject and 
honorificity. But in English subject-verb 
agreement is maintained as per number only. So, 
the pragmatic meaning reflected from the subject-
verb agreement as per gender and honorificity in 
Nepali differs from their equivalent units in 
English. Due to this reason, pragmatic gap exists 
between these languages. 
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3. Conclusion   

As being the part of language, the word, phrase or 
sentence can only give contextual meaning in 
relation to other linguistic units preceding and/or 
following them. So, the translator needs to 
understand the contextual meanings of language 
items and place them appropriately in the target 
language. He/she also should be careful of the 
terms that are available in both languages with 
similar meanings. If he/she fails in this matter, 
there will be a gap in the transfer of message from 
source language text to target language text.  
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